On the early-time chemistry in dark clouds
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ABSTRACT

Context. Agreement between observed and calculated abundances of some molecules in dark clouds is improved when the model gas retains some memory of the assumed initial conditions.

Aims. We assess the relevance of commonly-assumed initial conditions giving rise to so-called early-time chemistry in models of dark cloud chemistry.

Methods. Initial conditions for models of dark cloud chemistry are compared with conditions known to exist in the H$_2$-bearing diffuse gas whose evolution they are intended to represent.

Results. The initial conditions assumed for dark cloud chemistry differ in at least five important regards from those of H$_2$-bearing diffuse gas. Models typically assume: absolute purity of H$_2$; absence of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; two times smaller gas-phase abundance of C, N, and O; near-absence of sulfur and some other easily-ionized metals; total absence of the molecules which accompany the presence of H$_2$ in diffuse gas, for instance, OH, CH, C$_2$H, HCO$^+$. 

Conclusions. Initial conditions commonly assumed for dark cloud chemical models should be reconsidered and mechanisms for the chemical evolution from diffuse to dark gas should be included in model calculations.
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1. Introduction

Comprehensive models of dark cloud chemistry typically calculate time-dependent abundances, starting from initial conditions that are supposed to represent diffuse gas which has suddenly made the transition to a colder, much denser and darker state (Graedel et al. 1982; Leung et al. 1984; Hasegawa et al. 1992; Ruffle & Herbst 2001; Garrod et al. 2007; Quan et al. 2008; Bryans et al. 2009). One such set of initial conditions is reproduced in Table 1 here. The model gas is initially devoid of trace molecules and has a high concentration of C$^+$ and electrons, but under these conditions the calculated abundances of some species agree with observations best at the so-called early times, i.e. within perhaps $5 \times 10^5$ yr, well before chemical equilibrium is established. For instance, Cordiner et al. (2007) discuss molecular anion abundances at early times and Quan et al. (2008) show that high abundances of O$_2$ are difficult to suppress in pure gas phase models once OH becomes abundant at $3 \times 10^5$ yr. Reliance on these initial conditions to improve agreement between calculations and observations has been criticized by Gerin et al. (2003).

Here we discuss the assumed initial conditions that give rise to the present ideas of early-time chemistry in dark cloud chemical models. We argue that these starting conditions, which originated 25–30 years ago in a more primitive epoch in our understanding of the diffuse interstellar medium (ISM), cannot be supported. They should be replaced by a more appropriate set of initial assumptions and supplemented, if necessary, with a physically or at least empirically-based description of how certain supposed important distinctions between diffuse and dark gas – especially the free gas-phase elemental abundances – could have arisen, if indeed they are not entirely artificial.

In Sect. 2 we discuss five important ways in which the initial assumptions of dark cloud chemistry are subject to question. Section 3 presents a brief summary and discussion of how to bridge the gap between descriptions of the diffuse and dark gas.

2. Conditions in H$_2$-bearing diffuse gas vs. those of “early-times” in dark cloud chemical models

The origins of the presently-adopted initial conditions for dark cloud chemical models date back at least to the work of Graedel et al. (1982) who referenced the ion and atomic elemental abundances tabulated by Mitchell et al. (1978) for the archetypical diffuse cloud at $A_V = 1$ mag toward $\zeta$ Oph. Some version of these conditions has subsequently been adopted in many later and recent models, as noted in very summary fashion in the Introduction. One very recent version is quoted in Table 1 here.

As seen in Table 1, all of the H-nuclei are assumed to be initially in H$_2$, the only form of gas-phase carbon is C$^+$, and various heavier metals are also present as the first ion. Oxygen and nitrogen are neutral, conditions which are roughly appropriate for diffuse gas (in which small abundances of the neutral carbon and other metals are present) but the abundances of the metals relative to hydrogen are below, perhaps very much below, those of the diffuse interstellar ISM (as discussed subsequently). Note also that the abundance of $^4$He is the primordial value, which underestimates the local galactic disk abundance by some 30%, see Balser (2006).

The initial conditions chosen for the dark cloud chemistry differ in at least five important regards from those which obtain in diffuse gas. In the starting conditions for the dense gas model: all of the H-nuclei are in H$_2$; the PAH which heat diffuse gas and control the atomic ionization (Wolfire et al. 1995a; Wolfire et al. 1995b; Wolfire & the authors).
H2 is easily detected in diffuse clouds (Savage et al. 1977; Rachford et al. 2002) and even typical “Spitzer” HI clouds with $N(H) = 3 \times 10^{20} \text{ cm}^{-2}$. $n(H) = 30 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ are expected to be substantially molecular in their innermost regions, with some 25% of the H-nuclei in H2 (Liszt 2007b). Nonetheless, the very high (but not absolute) degrees of purity of H2 which actually obtain in many dark clouds, where $n(H^+)/n(H) \ll 0.01$, require long times to achieve, as noted by Goldsmith (2007). This is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 here for gas which at $t = 0$ suddenly becomes dense (at the densities $n(H)$ of H-nuclei indicated), cold ($T_K = 12 \text{ K}$) and dark (i.e. is deprived of all H2-dissociating $\gamma$ photons) so that the only means of dissociating H2 is cosmic rays; the calculations are shown for low and higher values of $\zeta_H$, the rate per H-nucleus, as indicated. In this case the evolution is given by an analytic solution, Eq. (2) of Liszt (2006). The solutions here differ (only) parametrically from the curves shown by Goldsmith & Li (2005), whose H2-formation rate was 60% that adopted here, so that the evolution in our figures is that much more rapid.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of a relatively dense gas for various initial purities of H2; evolution of the H2 fraction continues for $0.3-1.0 \times 10^6 \text{ yr}$, which roughly coincides with the epoch described as “early-time” in chemical models. As indicated in Fig. 2, the equilibrium time decreases as $1/n(H)$, so that only if $n(H) \gg 10^4 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ might it be expected that the H2-fraction could evolve substantially faster than the early-time chemistry as a whole. Such high densities are not generally characteristic of dark clouds or the model calculations.

This discussion implies that the H2 fraction should be allowed to evolve from a state with substantial initial amounts of atomic hydrogen – much more than at equilibrium: to do otherwise (as now) is to assume that the gas has already undergone a long period of evolution in its dense dark state even before the calculation has begun, a contradiction. The abundance of atomic hydrogen is important for the chemistry in its own right. As shown by Rawlings et al. (2002), a high initial H-fraction strongly depresses the early-time abundances of most molecules, although a few, most notably OH, are somewhat increased. As recently stressed by Flower et al. (2007) the abundance of molecular anions is controlled by the ratio $n(e^-)/n(H^2)$. In current models $n(H^+)/n(H)$ increases with time, while physically it should be expected to decrease as in Figs. 1, 2.

### 2.2. PAH and the initial charge state

The assumption in chemical models that carbon is initially present solely as C+ is a somewhat extreme version of the circumstances observed in diffuse gas where the carbon indeed exists predominantly as C+ even when substantial quantities of CO exist in the gas (Liszt 2007a), but typical observed ratios of $C^0/C^+$ are in the range 0.001–0.01 (as toward ζ Oph) in...
H$_2$-bearing diffuse gas. Moreover, electron recombination of the C$^+$ in the dense dark chemically-modeled gas is relatively rapid anyway, but in diffuse gas the neutralization of atomic ions actually occurs even faster during their interaction with PAH (Wolffire et al. 1995b, 2003; Liszt 2003; Tielens 2008). The importance of such grain-assisted neutralization is moderated at lower temperatures compared to direct electron recombination, because the rate of the former varies as $T_E^{1/2}$ and that of the latter typically as $T_E^{-1/2}$ or faster, but this only compensates for a portion of the disparity in rates overall. Bryans et al. (2009) recently noted that the electron recombination rates of atomic ions have been underestimated by factors of order three owing to the neglect of dielectronic processes, further narrowing the gap between electron and grain-assisted recombination rates at low temperatures. Bryans et al. (2009) show that increased C$^+$ recombination rates have a pronounced effect on a coupled-gas grain chemistry in dense clouds because of the higher density of neutral carbon.

The point is that if the PAH persist into the dense dark state for even 10$^4$ yr, recombination of carbon and the other atomic ions will occur within this period, i.e. almost before the chemical calculation begins and much more quickly than is now calculated using only electron recombination. Although the effects of PAH were originally considered for both diffuse and dense gas (Lepp et al. 1988; Lepp & Dalgarno 1988) they are strongly depleted in the diffuse dark gas, presumably owing to a higher cosmic-ray ionization rate (Indriolo et al. 2009). Because H$_3^+$ is the driver of dark cloud chemistry, accounting for its initial abundance is of obvious importance for chemical models: although it is a somewhat higher-order process, formation of H$_3^+$ happens on the same time scale as that of H$_2$ as a whole (Liszt 2007b).

Perhaps most strikingly, the relative abundance $n$(H$_3^+$/n(H)) has been found to be higher in diffuse clouds (Geballe et al. 1999), presumably owing to a higher cosmic-ray ionization rate (Indriolo et al. 2009). Because H$_3^+$ is the driver of dark cloud chemistry, accounting for its initial abundance is of obvious importance for chemical models: although it is a somewhat higher-order process, formation of H$_3^+$ happens on the same time scale as that of H$_2$ as a whole (Liszt 2007b).

The absence of these inferred seed molecules from the initial conditions which presuppose a pure-H$_2$ gas is difficult to understand, but amending this oversight raises a host of complications. For instance, the molecular inventory of diffuse gas is not nearly as complete as that of the models, so which species would be included? But perhaps more importantly, if the abundances of molecules in diffuse gas are comparable to those in TMC-1, what
is the actual role of time-dependent chemistry at early times in the evolution from diffuse to dark conditions?

3. Summary and discussion

The initial conditions that are typically assumed to apply in time-dependent models of dark cloud chemistry are holdovers from an earlier era of understanding of the diffuse interstellar medium, especially its H$_2$-bearing portions. The roster of trace molecules known to exist with high abundances in diffuse clouds – comparable to those in TMC-1 – has expanded greatly, the role of PAH has been elaborated, and such knowledge should be incorporated into the assumed starting conditions of dark cloud models. Moreover, elemental abundances in the diffuse gas have been more firmly established, highlighting the fact that the assumed starting abundances of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur in chemical models have been tailored ad hoc to suit the exigencies of the reaction schemes which are employed. Of course, without gas-grain coupling the initial free gas-phase elemental abundances will persist throughout the calculations.

Some minor suggestions for bridging the gap between diffuse and dark conditions are given in Sect. 2 here. Perhaps the most straightforward is to assume a non-trivial initial abundance of H$^+$, given the times which are required for evolution of the H$_2$ fraction. The fate of other constituents of the diffuse gas, for instance the PAH, is more inefable; nonetheless, critically important aspects of the cloud physics, in particular the charge balance and recombination of C$^+$, and the utility of assuming high depletions of sulfur and other easily-ionized metals, depend on the evolution of the atomic gas fraction and the PAH abundance.

Perhaps most problematic are the high abundances observed for H$_3^+$ and the metal-bearing trace molecule such as CH, OH and HCO$^+$ in diffuse gas; one must ask whether including them in the starting conditions would not be a repudiation of the entire notion of a distinct early-time chemistry. Although the most promising schemes for producing high molecular abundances in diffuse gas can be quenched at high mean density (Godard et al. 2009) it is hard to credit the idea that the trace molecules simply disappear and must be recreated from scratch. If that were the case, it would be possible to observe fairly dark ($V_1 > 1$ mag), largely molecular gas with anomalously small abundances of even such simple and easily-observed species as CH and OH. That such conditions have never been observed seems a strong argument for continuity of the trace molecule abundances during the early chemical evolution. In any case, the discussion here highlights the importance of measuring elemental abundances and physical conditions in the so-called translucent clouds with $1 < A_V < 3$ mag which may embody the intermediate state between diffuse and dark gas.
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